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San Francisco Chronicle 
Brandon Crawford’s All-Star journey: From family tragedy to national spotlight 
John Shea 
 
Giants shortstop Brandon Crawford won’t have a been-there-done-that approach when he suits 
up in Washington, D.C., for Tuesday’s All-Star Game, the second of his career. 
 
“If anything,” he said, “it might even be a little bit of a bigger deal.” 
 
That’s because Crawford is the National League’s starting shortstop, three years after he served 
as Jhonny Peralta’s backup. It’s also because so much more of Crawford’s extended family will 
be in attendance than at the 2015 game in Cincinnati. 
 
The more the merrier to share the story of an impressive and heartwarming rebound. 
 
A year after playing with a heavy heart following a family tragedy, Crawford, 31, is putting up 
career highs in batting average, on-base percentage and slugging percentage and has settled in 
as the Giants’ No. 5 hitter. 
 
In June, Crawford’s wife, Jalynne, also gave birth to the couple’s fourth child and second son, 
Bryson Ryder. 
 
“It kind of puts in perspective the roller-coaster ride that life can be sometimes,” Crawford said. 
 
Last season, Jalynne’s 38-year-old sister, Jennifer, died of an asthma attack in the season’s first 
month. Crawford took a brief leave, mourned with his family and tried to use the diamond as 
an escape. He tried not to let the tragedy affect him on the field, but how could it not? 
 
Jalynne had two early-term miscarriages, one shortly after Jennifer’s death. Another of 
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Jalynne’s sisters, Jamie Dantzscher, was the first Olympic gymnast to break her silence and 
expose the sexual abuse by then-USA Gymnastics doctor Larry Nassar. 
 
“Last year was obviously tough off the field, on the field,” Crawford said. “This year has been a 
lot different.” 
 
Crawford has been a main factor in the Giants’ bounce-back year — in the wake of a 64-98 
season, they’re 49-46 entering this weekend’s interleague series against the visiting A’s — and 
he will be the only Giant at the All-Star Game. 
 
Buster Posey was selected but won’t make the trip because of a hip ailment, and Brandon Belt 
finished second in the final-vote online runoff. 
 
Crawford’s entire #PartyOf6, as he referred to his growing family on Twitter, will be in 
Washington, along with his parents, three sisters and two of Jalynne’s siblings, along with a 
spouse. (His brother-in-law, Gerrit Cole, will represent the Astros on the American League 
team.) 
 
“They’re all excited to be able to enjoy the All-Star Game,” said Crawford, who’ll be the first 
Giants shortstop to start an All-Star Game since Rich Aurilia in 2001. 
 
Jennifer’s immediate family won’t be at the All-Star Game, but her two children are in the Bay 
Area this week and participating in Crawford’s baseball camp in San Ramon. 
 
Enjoying a career year despite hitting .189 through April, Crawford has had several highlights. 
Two four-hit games, one against the Nationals in which he became the first Giant with three 
hits off Max Scherzer. A three extra-base-hit game against the Padres. A home run off Cole in 
Houston — into the Crawford Boxes, no less. A walk-off homer to beat the Rockies 1-0. 
 
Crawford’s favorite? 
 
“A walk-off home run is tough to beat,” he said. “Any walk-off, a home run especially.” 
 
And defensively? Crawford cites a play Monday against the Cubs in which he barehanded Albert 
Almora’s high chopper and threw him out by a step. Crawford said it was just the second time 
in his career he made that play, the other time against Paul Goldschmidt. 
 
There are plenty of examples in which Crawford reached down barehanded for a slow roller, 
but it’s a far tougher play when the ball is high. He alertly set his feet to throw before he got to 
the ball, and his quick throw to first was scooped by Belt. 
 
“That was a good one,” Crawford said. “Those are tough. They don’t happen very often. 
Exchange it perfectly (from glove to hand), yeah, maybe we get him by a half-step. I obviously 
don’t know that when making the play. Setting my feet, that’s part of what makes plays like 
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that fun. Sometimes I don’t even know I’m doing it.” 
 
Another play in the same game seemed equally impressive, Crawford sliding behind second 
base to stop Addison Russell’s sharp grounder, popping up, slightly hesitating — because 
second baseman Alen Hanson failed to cover the bag — and throwing a strike to first. 
 
“Seeing (Hanson) not at the bag yet,” Crawford said, “and seeing (runner Jason) Heyward pretty 
close to second base and then remembering the play in Colorado last week where (Trevor) 
Story beat my flip to second, it all went into my thought process.” 
 
Which is remarkable. Fans simply saw a great play lasting a split second or two. Crawford drew 
from years of experience to decide the right course in the moment, getting the out on a bang-
bang play and taking Hanson off the hook. 
 
One of the beauties of Crawford, who might be on his way to a fourth straight Gold Glove 
award, is his coolness and always consistent body language, responding to a mind-blowing play 
the same way he responds to a routine play. 
 
“That’s one of my stronger traits,” Crawford said, “being at an even keel and not getting too up 
or too down no matter what the moment or what the situation is, staying consistent at that 
same heartbeat or same cadence.” 
 
Crawford received 3.2 million fan votes, far more than Chicago’s Russell, the runner-up who 
had 1.8 million, which was the fourth-largest margin of victory. 
 
“Yeah, it’s been fun to watch,” Posey said. “Obviously, his glove has been elite for quite some 
time now, and the way he has swung the bat this year, he’s definitely deserving to be there.” 
 
Manager Bruce Bochy added, “If you look at the body of work, the numbers, they speak for 
themselves. Craw’s just had a terrific first half.” 
 
Russell’s teammate, second baseman Javier Baez, is a starter and will make for a remarkably 
gifted and flashy double-play combination. To Crawford’s right, another part of this dream 
infield: Rockies third baseman Nolan Arenado. 
 
“Should be a fun team to play on,” said Crawford, who vividly remembers the pleasure of taking 
grounders with other All-Star shortstops in 2015, including Peralta, Troy Tulowitzki and other 
infielders who joined in, including Arenado. “I’d imagine it would be similar.” 
 
Crawford is looking forward to soaking in a busy couple of days. 
 
“Everything goes by pretty fast,” said Crawford, recalling the 2015 game. “I’d like to be able to 
appreciate this one a little bit more. The first World Series (in 2012) was like that. Everything 
kind of flew by, where the second one (in 2014), it was three games longer, but I felt like I took 
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everything in a little more.” 
 
After Sunday’s game, Crawford will fly to Washington with his family for an All-Star Game that 
will have a little extra meaning, a little extra purpose. 
 
San Francisco Chronicle 
Giants, A’s enter Bay Bridge Series on the rise 
Ann Killion 
 
Compare. Contrast. Compete. Complain. Celebrate. 
 
It’s time for the annual Bay Bridge Series, a double-dip that will bookend the All-Star Game. This 
weekend, the A’s visit AT&T Park. Next weekend, the Giants cross the bay to the Oakland 
Coliseum to launch the second half with three more interleague games. 
 
This is our annual measuring contest, bragging-rights festival, and time to ignore all the 
“experts” who say baseball doesn’t matter, needs to be changed, is obsolete. 
 
Just as it always is, the difference between the Bay Area’s two teams is stark and fun and 
strange. 
 
And when I say strange, I’m talking about the silly new award the teams are supposedly 
competing for: “The Bridge,” a slightly hideous trophy made of repurposed steel from the torn 
down eastern span of the Bay Bridge. It was conceived by NBC Sports Bay Area/California last 
year and is now a craft-project reality, awarded to whichever team wins the series. 
 
It wasn’t really needed because as much as both teams pretend they ignore each other, they 
are keenly aware of where they stand in comparison to their cross-bay rival (the A’s lead the all-
time regular-season series 59-55). 
 
Unlike a year ago, when the Bay Bridge Series was held in late July and both teams were 
wallowing in despair on their way to utter disaster, the A’s and the Giants are interestingly 
competitive this season. 
 
After 95 games, the Giants are 13 games better than last year (49-46 compared to 36-59). After 
Thursday’s comeback win, the A’s are 11 games better than they were in 2017 (53-41 compared 
to 42-52). 
 
The A’s are coming into AT&T scalding hot, one of baseball’s surprise stories. The team usually 
finds young talent — but how it develops, how the grind of the big leagues affects it and how 
long the team holds onto it are the big questions. 
 
Something seems to have clicked on for the A’s in the past month. They haven’t lost a series 
since getting swept by Houston in mid-June and have won 19 of 24. This week, they’ve shown 
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resilience — especially after the bizarre loss in the 11th inning in Houston on Tuesday when 
catcher Jonathan Lucroy bobbled the ball, then made a throwing error. The A’s shook off the 
loss and came back to win Wednesday and Thursday to take three of four from the reigning 
champions. 
 
Resilience leads to confidence. Confidence leads to wins. The A’s have a nice mixture of brash 
youngsters and savvy older players. Lucroy is one of the stabilizing influences. A late addition 
during spring training — added after the team claimed it couldn’t take on any more salary — he 
has played a major role in steadying the pitching staff. 
 
Second baseman Jed Lowrie is another player in his 30s who has made a difference. A first-time 
All-Star in his 11th season, he has been terrific, playing the best ball of his career and providing 
leadership. 
 
The A’s longest-tenured player, shortstop Marcus Semien, has grown into the player many 
predicted and a steady leader. Khris Davis is the new KD — a hitting machine. The pitching staff, 
led by Sean Manaea, has been beset by injuries but is getting the job done. The bullpen has 
been solid, especially closer Blake Treinen, another All-Star. 
 
And, as always, Bob Melvin is a smart, steady leader, bringing his team along with calm and 
confidence despite operating without any long-term security and with the usual analytical 
annoyances of being the manager of the A’s. 
 
The only bummer for the A’s is they’re in the American League West. Though they’re sitting in 
third, ahead of the wealthy Angels, they still trail the Mariners and the Astros. 
 
If they could flip over to the NL West, they’d be in first place. 
 
That’s the domain of the other participant in the Bay Bridge Series. And the Giants are pretty 
glad their division is as soft and doughy as it is, because — thanks to the mediocrity throughout 
— the Giants remain in full contention, despite an injury-plagued first half. 
 
The Giants, of course, have the opposite philosophy of the A’s. They hold on to players forever, 
are reluctant to trade anyone who has played a significant role in the past and are slow to 
embrace youth. But the recent trade of offseason acquisition Austin Jackson and reliever Cory 
Gearrin, in order to call up youngsters Steven Duggar and Ray Black, indicates a willingness 
(finally!) to move forward. 
 
With the returns of Madison Bumgarner, Johnny Cueto and Jeff Samardzija (though a rumor 
surfaced this week that the Giants have told the Yankees that Samardzija is available), the 
rotation is stabilized, the young pitchers have gained experience and the Giants are thinking 
about a run in a division that no one seems particularly interested in claiming. 
 
The team is hitting better than last year, the bullpen has been mostly reliable and the team 
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probably will make an acquisition at the trade deadline (the Giants almost have to do so, given 
their public expectations and the close division race). 
 
The biggest difference between the two teams is the Giants have a nice ballpark and rank high 
in major-league attendance. The A’s seem to be no closer to a new ballpark than they were 10 
years ago and are still struggling to draw fans. 
 
Both teams could face significant change in the near future. None of the principals on either 
team — Melvin and executives Billy Beane and David Forst for the A’s, manager Bruce Bochy 
and executives Brian Sabean and Bobby Evans for the Giants — has a contract beyond next 
season. 
 
But that’s off-field business. On the field, the teams are more competitive and fun than they 
were last year. And ready, once again, to compare, contrast and compete. 
 
San Francisco Chronicle 
Giants face white-hot A’s at crucial decision-making time 
Henry Schulman 
 
The last time the Giants played six games in a row against the same opponent was 1969, 
against the Braves at Candlestick Park. A four-game series became a six-gamer because of a 
scheduled Fourth of July doubleheader and another two days later caused by a rainout. 
 
The Giants won four of the six, a result they gladly would accept — but will be hard-pressed to 
replicate — when they end the first half with three home games against the A’s then start the 
second half with three in Oakland. 
 
Friday night’s game at AT&T Park begins a stretch that will be as important for the Giants as it is 
challenging. 
 
Ownership and management need to decide their direction ahead of the July 31 nonwaiver 
trade deadline: whether to sell, buy or do both, based on where the team stands. 
 
The Giants have 14 games left in July, and the first 12 are against three of the toughest teams in 
the majors: Oakland, Seattle and Milwaukee. Yes, the Giants’ pitching staff has been 
gangbusters, but those three teams are extraordinarily dangerous at the plate. 
 
The A’s are dangerous, period. They just took three of four in Houston and have won 19 of their 
past 24. 
 
If the Giants cannot find more ways to score more runs than they have over their past 10 
games, they could slide down the standings. 
 
At least the Giants will be well-rested. They were off Thursday after playing 36 games in 38 days 
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and get the four-day All-Star break, plus a day off between their July 22 game in Oakland and 
the first of their two games in Seattle. 
 
“I can tell you these guys are exhausted,” manager Bruce Bochy said. “Look at the schedule. It’s 
been a grind. A lot of these guys need a break.” 
 
Posey’s bat: Buster Posey hit a couple of balls hard in the Cubs series, aside from his winning 
single off the right-field wall Wednesday, a good sign for the Giants and their hobbled catcher. 
 
Posey said he made an adjustment after assistant hitting coach Rick Schu noticed something 
amiss. 
 
What was it? 
 
“I can’t tell you that,” Posey said. “I’m in a good place. Hopefully, I can keep going.” 
 
Briefly: Madison Bumgarner, Friday night’s starter, has not fared well against the A’s, allowing 
at least four runs in four of his five starts. The Giants are 3-2 in those starts. … The Giants are 
10-0 with two splits in their past 12 home series. Their only series loss in 2018 came in the first 
homestand, when Arizona took two of three. 
 
San Francisco Chronicle 
Giants walk off a winner against Cubs on Buster Posey’s single in the 13th 
Henry Schulman 
 
Dereck Rodriguez, the rookie who earned the decision in Wednesday’s 5-4, 13-inning victory 
against the Cubs, is that rare pitcher who can understand intimately how hard it must have 
been for Buster Posey to catch 13 innings with a hip injury, then whack the winning single off 
the wall in his seventh at-bat. 
 
Rodriguez’s father, Ivan, had to play through dozens of bumps, bruises and tears during a 21-
year major-league career. 
 
“Catchers are a whole different breed,” Rodriguez said after the Giants rewarded themselves 
for a 4½-hour game with a series victory against the one of the National League’s standard-
bearers. 
 
“They get banged up and go on like it’s nothing. For Buster to feel something the majority of 
the season, his hip, and still go out every day and hit the ball like he does, he’s just a different 
animal. He’s a future Hall of Famer.” 
 
Posey won it out of self-preservation. Facing James Norwood, who was making his major-
league debut, Posey slammed a 2-2 fastball off the wall in right to score Brandon Belt, who 
drew a walk to start a two-out rally that Andrew McCutchen perpetuated with a single. 
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Posey then stood in the traditional interview spot inside the clubhouse and again answered 
uncomfortable questions about an injury and pending cortisone injection that he noted would 
have remained a secret had he not been elected to the All-Star Game and had to explain why 
he chose not to go. 
 
“Everybody’s got stuff they’re dealing with,” Posey said. “I try not to make more of it than what 
it is.” 
 
Still, when asked if he was ready for Thursday’s off day, Posey replied, “Yes, sir. Absolutely.” 
 
The off day would have been a lot harder to stomach had the Giants not pulled out this one. In 
fact, a loss arguably would have been their worst of the season after they finally got to a left-
handed starter (Mike Montgomery) for four first-inning runs, could not preserve the 4-0 lead, 
then went 11 innings without scoring. 
 
The Giants put 14 runners on base from innings two through 12 and could not push a fifth run 
home. Five times they had two runners on, twice with nobody out. 
 
The bullpen saved the day, notwithstanding Javier Baez’s leadoff homer in the seventh against 
Tony Watson that tied it 4-4 after a still shaky Johnny Cueto surrendered three runs on a Jason 
Heyward solo homer in the third and Kris Bryant’s two-run shot to center in Cueto’s fifth and 
final inning. 
 
Ty Blach and Reyes Moronta combined for a shutout sixth. With the game tied, Mark Melancon, 
Will Smith and Rodriguez held the league’s highest-scoring offense scoreless over the final six 
innings. Smith threw 30 pitches in his two innings, both his most since his Tommy John surgery. 
 
“I thought the pitchers threw the ball really well all three games,” Posey said. “That’s a good 
team over there.” 
 
One Giant whom many fans probably had not heard of had a big impact. 
 
Chase d’Arnaud, a 31-year-old playing for his sixth big-league team, hit a homer to start the 
four-run first inning, which also included a two-run Gorkys Hernandez double and Steven 
Duggar’s scoring single, his first big-league RBI. 
 
D’Arnaud hit the ball hard four times, adding a double, a lineout and a drive to the left-field wall 
in the 13th. 
 
He also saved a run in the sixth inning when he charged Anthony Rizzo’s slow roller with the 
bases loaded and two outs and fired a strike to first to retire the lumbering first baseman. 
 
San Francisco Chronicle 
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Giants’ Brandon Belt loses final All-Star vote to Brewers’ Jesus Aguilar 
Henry Schulman 
 
Brandon Belt addressed the political media after learning he did not win the last-chance All-Star 
vote and said, “First off, I want to point out that Russia actually interfered with this election.” 
 
Belt stressed he was trying to be lighthearted, but was very serious when he thanked his fans 
and teammates, and especially the club’s social-media staff, for their efforts to get him to his 
second All-Star Game. 
 
Even with teammate Derek Holland slathering his body with baby oil and taping another “Ballot 
Brothers” video with Hunter Pence on Wednesday morning, Belt finished second to Milwaukee 
first baseman Jesus Aguilar. Aguilar received 20.2 million votes. The totals for Belt and those of 
the other three NL candidates were not released. 
 
Belt’s alliance partner, Jean Segura of the Mariners, won the American League spot with 13.6 
million votes. 
 
Belt might be on his way to a career year, carrying an .889 OPS, but Aguilar would have been 
one of the biggest snubs in recent memory had he not been elected. He leads the league with a 
1.013 OPS and is tied with Colorado’s Nolan Arenado for the most home runs (23). 
 
Had he won, Belt still might have skipped the All-Star Game. His wife, Haylee, is near her due 
date for their second son. 
 
Rotation set: The Giants hoped to avoid starting Andrew Suarez against Oakland this weekend 
to help limit his innings, but the need to use Dereck Rodriguez in relief Wednesday means 
Suarez will start the first-half finale Sunday. Madison Bumgarner will pitch Friday night and Jeff 
Samardzija on Saturday. 
 
Briefly: Buster Posey’s game-ending hit was his fifth. His last was the 17th-inning homer against 
the Reds last year. ... Tony Watson had not allowed a run at AT&T Park with the Giants before 
Javier Baez’s seventh-inning homer. ... The Giants have won five straight home series against 
the Cubs. 
 
MLB.com 
Posey keys SF's MLB-high 8th walk-off in 13th 
Chris Haft 
 
SAN FRANCISCO -- For an example of a team "knowing how to win," as the saying goes, refer to 
the Giants' 5-4, 13-inning victory Wednesday afternoon at AT&T Park over the Cubs, which 
ended with Buster Posey's two-out RBI single. 
 
Ignoring the apparent inevitability of the game extending to another inning, Brandon Belt drew 
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a two-out walk to prolong the 13th against Cubs right-hander James Norwood, who was in the 
second inning of his Major League debut. 
 
Batting .194 in nine July games entering Wednesday, Andrew McCutchen summoned the skills 
that made him a National League Most Valuable Player and smartly slapped his second single of 
the afternoon. 
 
Up came Posey, who had collected three RBIs in his previous 27 games. It was the kind of 
situation that he has thrived in so often during nine Major League seasons. He demonstrated 
his expertise by driving Norwood's 2-2 fastball to the opposite field. The ball caromed off the 
right-field wall for what was officially ruled a single, and Belt scored easily. 
 
"It's all about how bad you want it," Giants manager Bruce Bochy said. Referring to Posey 
enduring the rigors of catching, Bochy added, "We had the right guy up. Buster wanted to end 
the game as much as anyone." 
 
All of this was made possible by Dereck Rodriguez, a starter who was installed as a reliever to 
consume innings. That he did, working three hitless frames to earn the decision. Blessed with 
his baseball pedigree, the son of Hall of Fame catcher Ivan Rodriguez felt comfortable 
occupying a foreign role. 
 
"You go after them like any other guy I've faced," said Rodriguez, downplaying the novelty of 
his performance. 
 
San Francisco secured its Major League-leading eighth walk-off victory while improving to 10-0 
with two ties in its past 12 home series. 
 
To set up this triumph, Posey spent the 12th inning studying Norwood. "Nothing more than 
trying to follow what he did," Posey said. His summary of Norwood: "Good stuff, 97-98 [mph], 
kind of a crossfire [delivery] with a good split." 
 
The confrontation was anything but one-sided. "With two strikes, you're in battle mode at that 
point," Posey said. 
 
Obviously, Posey won the fight. "He's probably one of the best hitters in baseball with two 
strikes," Bochy said. 
 
Much earlier, the Giants jumped ahead with a four-run first inning off Cubs starter Mike 
Montgomery. Chase d'Arnaud's first career leadoff homer began the outburst, which continued 
with Gorkys Hernandez's two-run double and Steven Duggar's RBI single, his first in the Majors. 
 
Chicago ponderously but powerfully pulled even with three home runs, the first two off Giants 
starter Johnny Cueto. Jason Heyward went deep to open the third inning and Kris Bryant 
hammered a two-run long ball in the fifth inning, Cueto's last. Javier Baez's seventh-inning 
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leadoff drive tied the score against Giants reliever Tony Watson, whose Major League-high 18-
inning scoreless streak dissolved. 
 
MOMENTS THAT MATTERED 
San Francisco's bullpen excelled before Rodriguez came upon the scene. The Cubs totaled one 
hit in the final six innings. For the series, Giants relievers allowed two runs in 15 2/3 innings. 
That's a 1.15 ERA. 
 
SOUND SMART 
Posey recorded his fifth career game-ending hit. His last was on May 12, 2017, when he beat 
Cincinnati with a 17th-inning homer. 
 
Belt remained classy in defeat after Wednesday's announcement that Milwaukee's Jesus 
Aguilar had won the Camping World All-Star Game Final Vote for the National League. 
 
Without prompting, Belt approached a gaggle of reporters and profusely congratulated Aguilar 
and Seattle's Jean Segura for capturing the last spots on the NL and AL All-Star teams, 
respectively. "They definitely deserved it," said Belt, the 2016 NL winner. 
 
Belt also expressed gratitude to the Giants' social media staffers who directed the club's efforts 
to get out the vote on his behalf. "Without them, I might have had three or four votes," Belt 
said. 
 
Belt saved special mention for teammates such as Hunter Pence, Derek Holland and 
McCutchen, who taped videos to support Belt's cause. 
 
"That was one of the coolest things to see, having your teammates behind you," Belt said. 
"They already have so much stuff to do. To take time out of their schedules to promote me 
meant a lot." 
 
Always quick with a quip, Belt jokingly remarked, "I was told that Russia interfered with this 
election." 
 
UP NEXT 
Thursday will mark the Giants' first scheduled off-day since June 25, giving them a chance to 
energize themselves for a three-game weekend Interleague series against their cross-bay rivals, 
the Oakland A's. Madison Bumgarner (2-3, 3.09 ERA) will receive the starting assignment for the 
Giants in Friday's series opener, which is scheduled to begin at 7:15 p.m. PT. Edwin Jackson (1-
0, 2.45 ERA) will start for the A's. 
 
NBC Sports Bay Area 
Ray Black's blazing fastball catches eyes, but advanced stats love his breaking ball 
Alex Pavlovic 
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SAN FRANCISCO — For years, Ray Black’s name has come with a few extra words. When the 
right-hander got into a game in spring training, or was discussed by the Giants, it was always 
“Ray Black, who has a fastball that has hit 104.” 
 
The heater has gotten Black to the big leagues. But to stay here, he’ll have to do more than light 
up the radar gun. As intimidating as 100 mph might look when it flashes across the scoreboard, 
big league hitters will light up even the best fastball if they know it’s coming. That’s why Black’s 
second appearance was so encouraging.  
 
Black had given up three runs in his debut, one of his fastballs sailing deep into the seats.  
 
But he felt much more settled as he took the mound Tuesday, sandwiching two sliders around a 
98 mph fastball to get ahead of Willson Contreras 1-2. Naturally, Black knew how he wanted to 
finish the All-Star off. Nick Hundley, his veteran catcher, had other ideas.  
 
“I shook him once,” Black said Wednesday morning, laughing. “He put down the same sign and 
let me know, ‘Hey, this is the pitch, kid.’” 
 
Black wanted to throw a fastball. Hundley insisted on a curveball, and Black delivered a 79 mph 
beauty that dropped right at the bottom of the strike zone. Contreras froze, and then slowly 
walked back to the visiting dugout. The Cubs learned a lesson about the rookie right-hander. 
Black did, too.  
 
“I think a lot of times guys will always resort to their best pitches,” he said. “Guys will say that if 
they get beat they want to get beat on their best. For me, I’m a fastball thrower and guys know 
it’s coming. But in that situation, to trust a guy like (Hundley) behind the plate and understand 
the count and the situation, you just (have to) trust the secondary stuff there.” 
 
In a traditional way, the secondary stuff is not as sexy. Black will always be known for the 
fastball that sat 98-99 in his first two outings and certainly will tick higher as he gets more 
comfortable up here. But we’ve moved into the spin-rate era, and Statcast loves Black’s 
secondary stuff. The curveball to Contreras had a spin rate of 3174 RPM, which is a level hit by 
just three other Giants pitchers this year: Chris Stratton, Sam Dyson and Pierce Johnson. He 
later threw a curve to Kyle Schwarber, called a ball, that had a spin rate of 3336 RPM. Only two 
curveballs thrown by Giants this season — one each by Stratton and Dyson — have had higher 
spin rates. 
 
It’s an extremely small sample, but Black certainly has the makings of a strong secondary pitch 
that will keep hitters from loading up on his fastball. Black was this week’s guest on The Giants 
Insider Podcast and you can hear much more about his repertoire and long path to the big 
leagues by streaming it here or downloading it on iTunes here. 
 
NBC Sports Bay Area 
The Bay Bridge Series matters this year 
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Alex Pavlovic 
 
 
The annual struggle to make the Bay Bridge Series matter to a wider audience is on again, this 
time a six-games-in-10-days extravaganza that actually has a chance to do something 
meaningful to this largely dormant rivalry. 
  
Namely, killing a team’s postseason hopes. 
  
The Giants have tried ignoring the A’s throughout much of this 22-year boondoggle on the 
theory that kings do not interact with peasants. They have outdrawn the A’s in each of those 22 
seasons, have won three rings and played twice as many postseason games . . . plus they have a 
ballpark/cash register. And don’t think they hold those up as an impenetrable shield against all 
westbound jibes. 
  
The A’s, on the other hand, have tried to pick little marketing-driven fights here and there to 
see if the Giants will respond at all, so far to no success. 
  
So with the two teams ready to lock up for two series on either side of the All-Star Break, the 
path to rivalry relevance lies in the most basic of methods. 
  
Baseball. 
  
Namely, this way: The A’s beat the Giants out of postseason consideration by winning five of 
the six games (two sweeps would be too much to ask). Or, the Giants beat the A’s out of 
postseason consideration by winning five out of six. 
  
And then this way: By forcing the loser to reconsider its position viz -- the trade deadline. As in, 
“We made you trade Johnny Cueto,” or the reverse, “We made you trade Blake Treinen.” 
  
True, this is a desperate scenario in both directions because there have only been three such 
incidences in series history of one beating the other five times, and in none of those (2007, ’09 
and ’15) did one materially damage the postseason hopes of the other since, oddly enough, 
neither team made the playoffs in any of those years. 
  
And that might turn out to be true this time as well. Such is the nature of the rivalry – it has 
mattered only once since 1913, and the time it did, the earth tried to swallow both teams. This 
mutual hatred thing that the Giants have developed with the Dodgers has never translated to 
the Bay Bridge. 
  
But every year we live in hope, and this is the scenario we have being given today – that either 
the A’s or Giants can punk the other out of their postseason fantasies, enough to turn holders 
into sellers, the most obvious form of surrender in this modern mercantile world. 
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And then acting all mouthy and attitudinal about it. 
  
This would not be the Giants way, of course, because of their haughty stature and market 
positioning. It would absolutely be the A’s way, though, and frankly should, because nobody 
likes a quiet underdog. Their position should be a loud and proud, “Whatever happens to us, at 
least it happened to you guys first.” 
  
It is the only way that the Bridge can become battleground, especially now that the 49ers-
Raiders thing is pretty well done and buried. And Warriors-Kings isn’t happening because they 
have never even had a winning record at the same time while in the same state. 
  
So there’s your scenario for starting a rivalry that barely exists in the mind and hasn’t actually in 
the tangible world since Loma Prieta decided to beat them both. Their tasks are clear. 
  
We expect failure. 
 
NBC Sports Bay Area 
With a hip screaming for cortisone, Posey delivers walk-off hit: 'He's just a whole different 
animal' 
Alex Pavlovic 
 
SAN FRANCISCO — Buster Posey has known for weeks, possibly months, that he would need a 
cortisone shot in his inflamed hip following the final game of the first half. After making his 
sixth All-Star team Sunday, he admitted that he needed rest and rehab more than a night with 
the game’s biggest stars. 
 
Posey caught 11 innings in Monday’s win and then helped six Giants pitchers maneuver their 
way through the first 10 innings of a Wednesday marathon with the Cubs.  
 
He could be forgiven, then, for mental or physical fatigue. Instead, Posey raised his game a 
notch in extra innings. A single off the wall in the 13th clinched a 5-4 win for the Giants, but it 
was something Posey did an hour earlier that so impressed a rookie teammate who knows a 
thing or two about catching. 
 
When Dereck Rodriguez entered in the 11th for an emergency relief appearance, he tried to 
keep it business as usual. Posey had other ideas. The veteran catcher started changing 
Rodriguez’s usual pitch sequencing. After hours of grueling baseball, Posey kept finding new 
ways for Rodriguez to attack hitters. In one spot, against pinch-hitter Willson Contreras, an All-
Star, Posey called for an outside changeup, a pitch Rodriguez never features. Contreras struck 
out.  
 
“Those were pitches I hadn’t thrown all year,” Rodriguez said. 
 
After working with Rodriguez to get through the 11th, 12th and 13th, Posey slammed a 97 MPH 
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fastball from a right-hander making his debut off the bricks. The walk-off was the eighth of the 
season for the Giants and gave them a needed series win over the Cubs.  
 
"He's just a whole different animal," Rodriguez said. "Buster is a future Hall of Famer. What do 
you expect?" 
 
The win came after plenty of frustrating moments — the lineup left 15 on base — but validated 
a lot of good work. Johnny Cueto showed improvement. Chase d’Arnaud hit a lead-off homer as 
the lineup finally got to a lefty starter. The bullpen was dominant, capped by Rodriguez, who 
threw three shutout frames to put an exclamation point on his breakout first half.  
 
The right-hander’s lengthy day means Madison Bumgarner, Jeff Samardzija and Andrew Suárez 
will face the A’s this weekend. Posey should catch at least two of the games, and then when it’s 
over, a needle will be put in his hip.  
It’s been a countdown to cortisone, but Posey said that hasn’t felt particularly weird about the 
situation. He has a job to do, no matter how long it might take on any given day.  
 
“It’s something I’ve been dealing with throughout the year,” Posey said. “It’s not anything 
new.” 
 
The Athletic 
On either side of the Bay, Brandon Crawford and Matt Chapman continue to dazzle with their 
gloves 
Michael Wagaman 
 
Giants shortstop Brandon Crawford sprints left to make a sliding stop behind second base near 
the outfield grass and snares a sharp grounder up the middle by the Cubs’ Addison Russell. 
Crawford promptly pops up to deliver a razor-sharp throw to first for the out. 
 
Across the Bay in Oakland, Matt Chapman backhands a ball down the third base line as his 
momentum takes him into foul territory well beyond the coaches’ box. He twists his torso while 
in motion and flings a throw across the infield to easily beat the runner. 
 
With exit velocity and launch angle having become the topics du jour in analytics-crazed 
baseball, Crawford and Chapman are keeping the cool in defense with their flashy glove work. 
 
That dazzling defense will be on display during this weekend’s Bay Bridge Series, too. 
 
There is an almost melodic sweetness to the way both play, the degree of difficulty often 
overlooked by their silky smooth fielding that makes even the trickiest of plays look easy. On 
any given night, one — if not both — can be found on the nightly highlight shows with their 
latest defensive gem. 
 
“Crawford for me, everything looks so smooth and easy,” A’s manager Bob Melvin said. “Our 
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guy over at third is acrobatic it seems like. Both of them have terrific arm strength. Crawford 
through the years knows where to play everybody so he’s a little bit more experienced than 
Chap as far as that goes. But at the end of the day they’re both two of the best defenders in the 
game. 
 
“Maybe the best third baseman in the American League and maybe the best shortstop in the 
National League. They do it a little bit differently but both so good and so steady.” 
 
The A’s have been one of the hottest teams in baseball recently following a slow start, while the 
Giants are contenders in the NL West despite a slew of injuries to key players. The one constant 
for both has been the insanely good defense from their best infielders. 
 
That defense is one of the few things the two have in common. 
 
One is a two-time World Series champion and father of four (including a brand new baby boy) 
who has been a fan favorite in San Francisco for years, easily distinguished by his trademark 
long brown hair and made-for-television smile. 
 
The other is a relative newcomer to the major leagues who won’t even be eligible for 
arbitration for another three years and who can walk down the streets in downtown Oakland 
with his closely cropped blonde hair without drawing much attention at all. 
 
In Crawford’s case, the sparkling defense is nothing new. A three-time Gold Glove winner, the 
Pleasanton native has quietly built himself into the best shortstop arguably in all of baseball, 
evidenced by his being selected to start in this year’s All-Star game. 
 
Starters are voted in by the fans while backups are chosen by their peers. Crawford went as a 
backup in 2015 but is headed to Washington, D.C. as a first-time starter. 
 
It’s easy to see why. 
 
The jaw-dropping play against the Cubs earlier this week came not long after another dazzling 
defensive gem when Crawford robbed Albert Almora Jr. with a bare-handed grab and throw on 
a short infield chopper. 
 
Against the Dodgers in April, Crawford wowed the home crowd with a diving stop on a line 
drive to his right then whipped the ball to second to double up Cody Bellinger, who had strayed 
off the bag thinking the ball was going through for a hit. 
 
A month later against the Reds, Crawford had to go behind second base to grab a grounder, did 
a 360-degree spin and threw to first for an easy out. 
 
“Anything he gets to and gets his glove on, he catches,” Chapman said of Crawford. “He’s a 
stud. He’s been tearing it up this year.” 
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To be sure, Crawford is more than just a glove and smile. A Silver Slugger winner in 2015, he hit 
.189 through the first month of the season before making a slight alteration to his mechanics. 
The results were impressive and almost immediate. 
 
During a 10-day stretch in early June, Crawford went 18-for-35 with two home runs to raise his 
batting average to .338. He’s cooled off a bit since then and will take a .295 average into 
Friday’s game against the A’s. 
 
But it’s the defense that stands out most. Crawford has spent countless hours in the field 
working on his craft and will repeatedly watch highlights looking for any little thing he can 
improve upon. 
 
“I’ll go back and kind of watch plays that I was involved in, whether they’re good or bad, just as 
kind of a critique of my game,” Crawford said. “I’m going to look back and see what could I have 
done or what did I do right there that maybe I can use later on.” 
 
Crawford has been so good in the field that he makes the most difficult of plays appear routine, 
be it chasing a pop-up into the outfield and making an over-the-shoulder catch or turning 
double plays with an ease that sometimes borders on the ridiculous. 
 
“There’s no question that we take Brandon Crawford for granted,” Giants first baseman 
Brandon Belt said. “As players we even do it because he does it so much and so routinely that 
you forget how hard those plays are. And this is not a knock on anybody else, because we have 
some very good backup guys, but when he’s not in there you realize, hey, he usually gets to 
that or makes that play. 
 
“He’s definitely one of the best in the league. I don’t even know if he can be underrated but he 
probably is.” 
 
Chapman doesn’t have the extensive résumé that Crawford possesses but the young infielder is 
most definitely making a name for himself around the majors. He leads all third basemen in a 
number of fielding categories, including defensive rating (10.3) and runs saved (20), according 
to Fangraphs. 
 
Chapman’s diving backhanded grabs on liners down the third base line have become routine, 
and he’s been known to charge in hard from his position at third to field bunts near home plate. 
 
Last year in Toronto, Chapman was lined up in a defensive shift near second base but sprinted 
deep into left field near the foul line to make an overhead catch. 
 
“Just from what I’ve seen he looks really athletic as a third baseman,” Crawford said. “He has a 
good arm and has made some plays that a lot of third basemen aren’t able to make just based 
off his athleticism and body control and stuff like that.” 
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Chapman has made so many big plays in his short time with the A’s that it’s difficult to pick a 
favorite. 
 
For Melvin, it was a play Chapman made against Minnesota in 2017 while chasing a foul ball at 
the Coliseum. Chapman made the catch at the edge of the steps to the A’s dugout, jumped with 
both feet over a pair of orange Gatorade jugs then grabbed the top of the dugout with his right 
hand and somehow managed to compact his 6-foot frame down enough to land inside without 
getting hurt. 
 
“He stuck the landing,” Melvin said. “It was amazing.” 
 
Lucroy spent 6 ½ seasons in Milwaukee and played against Crawford in the NL. Now he’s 
Chapman’s teammate and says the athleticism of the two is what makes them stand out. 
 
“Range and arm,” Lucroy said. “Both of them have great range and both of them have great 
arms. Chapman at third base is the best I’ve ever seen on an infield before. The combination of 
those two guys on the left side of the infield defensively is pretty special to watch.” 
 
It’s worth noting that the two do share a few things in common. Chapman’s coach at Cal-State, 
Fullerton, Rick Vanderhook, was an assistant on UCLA’s staff when Crawford attended. 
 
Chapman sees other similarities. 
 
“He and I have similar actions,” Chapman said. “He has very good hands and a strong arm and 
he’s kind of a bigger guy, kind of like I feel like I would play shortstop. If I was to play shortstop, 
I feel like I would play it like he does.” 
 
The Athletic 
Battle of the Bay: Selecting an All-Star team of A’s and Giants 
Owen Poindexter 
 
As we approach the All-Star Game and the Bay Bridge Series, let’s combine those two concepts 
and make a Bay Area-only All-Star team. One quick note before we jump in: this is more about 
rewarding first-half performance than projecting second-half stats. I’ll still factor in future 
outlook, but more as a tiebreaker. 
 
First base: Brandon Belt 
Brandon Belt hasn’t quite found his magic since returning from injury, but he spent the first 
third of the season as an MVP candidate. Matt Olson had a monster June, and is quickly making 
up ground, but Belt has already accumulated three wins above replacement (according to 
Fangraphs), which is almost twice what Olson has done. If we were picking contracts, Olson’s 
league minimum salary, five more years of team control and massive potential would be too 
much to pass up, but in terms of who has earned the spot on the 2018 Bay Area All-Star team, 
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Belt is the clear choice. 
 
Second base: Jed Lowrie 
There have been few bigger surprises in all of baseball than Jed Lowrie. The talented but oft-
injured 34-year-old had a career slash of .263/.335/.417 entering this season. This year he came 
roaring out of the gate and has amassed a .290/.362/.501 line. A more pedestrian May gave the 
impression that he was finding his old level, but now he’s back to killing the ball. Lowrie had a 
quietly strong year in 2017, and this season his exit velocity and barrel rate have ticked up a 
little. He has nearly maintained his non-homer extra base hit rate of 8 percent from last year, 
while almost doubling his HR/PA from 2.2 percent to 4.0 percent. He’s striking out a bit more 
and walking less, but he will happily keep paying that price if it means keeping up this 
production. 
 
As for the Giants, their nominee might be Alen Hanson instead of Joe Panik — Panik is injured 
anyway, but Hanson has had the better year. Panik has improved on his phenomenal contact 
rate, and his struggles might be largely due to bad luck on balls in play (his BABIP is .238), but 
for now he hasn’t made a great case for himself. Hanson has been incredible, filling in for Panik 
and Evan Longoria, but even with the season he’s having, he has essentially been Lowrie with 
fewer walks and half the plate appearances. 
 
Shortstop: Brandon Crawford 
Marcus Semien has gone from average to something less than that this year, as his power and 
walks have both dipped, and no longer cover for his low batting average. Defensive metrics love 
him like they never have prior to this year, but I wouldn’t read too far into that — those 
numbers can jump around in small, shift-influenced samples. 
 
Either way, the most generous interpretation of Semien’s season is no match for what Brandon 
Crawford has done this year. On top of being a premium defender, Crawford has been one of 
the Giants’ best hitters. His walk rate and power are a bit improved from his norm, and he’s 
ridden a .347 BABIP to a .295 average. The BABIP will likely come down to something closer to 
where the projections have him — around .310 — but that’s still an excellent player, and one 
who has kept the Giants afloat through a roller-coaster season. 
 
Third base: Matt Chapman 
This would be a fun left side of the infield. Matt Chapman is essentially the A’s version of 
Crawford: a top defender who hits. The average and walk rate have ticked up this year while 
the power has held steady. Nothing about what he’s doing looks unsustainable, and there’s 
every reason to think that he is the centerpiece of the next A’s core. The only real question on 
him is if he can maintain the contact skills he’s shown this year. 
 
Across the Bay is a repeat of the second-base situation: a frustrated, injured veteran and some 
surprisingly productive replacements. Longoria barely walked at all for the first part of the 
season, then went on a big power surge, cooled off, got injured and will be back sometime in 
early August. Given all that, a 91 wRC+ (meaning he’s been 9 percent worse than league 
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average offensively) isn’t so bad, but it was also not what the Giants had in mind when they 
traded for him. On the bright side, Pablo Sandoval has somehow shaken off two and a half 
below-replacement level years in Boston to replicate his 2014 season. 
 
Sandoval in 2014: .279/.324/.415 
Sandoval in 2018: .258/.321/.414 
 
Between those two years he hit an unplayable .234/.281/.363. It’s nice to see him back and 
having fun. 
 
Catcher: Buster Posey 
There is actually a Bay Area catcher who has matched Buster Posey offensively on a rate basis. 
That would be his backup, Nick Hundley. Hundley has enjoyed a power surge this year, abetted 
by a big jump in launch angle, up to 17.9 from 12.6 last year. Neither has earned great pitch-
framing marks this year, but Posey has been a bit better and has a history of being an elite 
framer. With equal playing time, you could make a case for Hundley, but given that he has just 
under half Posey’s plate appearances, we’ll give this one to Buster. 
 
However, because Posey has bowed out of the actual All-Star game, we can choose a 
replacement, and that ought to be Hundley, because the other competitor, Jonathan Lucroy, 
has added little beyond above-average framing numbers and veteran leadership to the A’s. His 
.242/.297/.315 line would not be getting regular work if he played a different position and even 
among catchers he’s been one of the worst hitters in the league. He also may have canceled out 
any positives on defense in one bizarre and terrible inning against the Astros on Tuesday. 
 
Outfield: Andrew McCutchen, Gorkys Hernández, Mark Canha 
The top Bay Area outfielder by both wRC+ and Wins Above Replacement is … Mark Canha? 
Though he was a ways down the depth chart at the start of the year, Canha has earned regular 
playing time, mostly in left field, with a solid .262/.336/.460 line. Canha was actually close to 
those rates, albeit with less power, in 2015 when he accrued 485 plate appearances of 105 
wRC+ hitting. He lost 2016 to injury, hit well in the minors but not the majors in 2017, and this 
year he found his 2015 contact rate and added in more power. As a 29-year-old who is putting 
up a solid season after you kind of forgot about him, he is the prototypical A’s player. 
 
On the Giants side, Andrew McCutchen spent much of the year as a Statcast test case: he was 
hitting the ball hard, but making lots of outs. After a month or so of that pattern, the dam 
broke, the hits started landing, and he’s put up solid numbers ever since. Since June his wOBA 
(.339) and xwOBA (.348) are essentially the same. 
 
Meanwhile, Gorkys Hernández has emerged in the Giants outfield from a sea of lackluster 
veterans and exciting but inconsistent rookies. He has traded contact for power this year, 
striking out 27.9 percent of the time, but posting a 20.8 percent HR/FB rate (up from zero last 
year). Going forward, he may be surpassed by teammates Austin Slater or Steven Duggar, or 
the A’s Stephen Piscotty, who’s hitting line now essentially matches those of Hernández and 
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McCutchen after launching a homer a day for four days. For now, however, Hernández has 
earned the title of Bay Area’s center fielder. 
 
Designated hitter: Khris Davis 
Here are Khris Davis’ wRC+ figures from 2015-2018: 122, 121, 128, 129. 

Career slash: .249/.320/.511 
2018 slash: .250/.328/.509 

 
He’s consistent, is what I’m saying. He doesn’t add defensive value, but he’s a 2+ win player 
with his bat alone. 
 
Reserves 
Piscotty, Chad Pinder, Hanson 
 
Starting pitchers: Madison Bumgarner, Sean Manaea, Andrew Suárez, Johnny Cueto, Trevor 
Cahill 
Making this list is not a straightforward enterprise. With more than half the season in the 
books, only six starters between these two teams have logged over 60 innings. Two of them, Ty 
Blach and Derek Holland, have since been consigned to the bullpen, and one, Chris Stratton, to 
the minor leagues. A fourth, Daniel Mengden, doesn’t look any better than his 4.47 ERA. 
 
That leaves Sean Manaea and Andrew Suárez, who have both been great. Manaea has put up 
better numbers, but Suárez’s formula, which is based more on strikeouts than weak contact, 
looks more sustainable. They both warrant inclusion on our All-Star team. 
 
To fill out the pitching staff, we have a lot of bullpen stars (who we will get to below), two 
veteran Giants aces coming back from injury and the A’s Trevor Cahill. 
 
Given he’s only started seven games this year, and three of them were pretty iffy, Madison 
Bumgarner would be a borderline call if he was named over, say, Holland. Still, his swinging 
strike rate is starting to climb again, and he is reassembling his arsenal, namely his curve and 
high fastball. He’s still the best bet to be the top starter in the Bay for the remainder of the 
season. 
 
Speaking of veteran aces who have made seven starts this year, Johnny Cueto was excellent in 
March and April, allowing only three runs over five starts. Unfortunately, that’s the last we 
heard of him until July, when he came back with two shaky outings. His fastball velocity was 
down a little on his return, and he’s given up four home runs in two starts. The early-season 
heroics and the pedigree get him in, but in the short term it’s hard to know what to expect. 
 
Suárez, however, has looked excellent since his call-up. He initially seemed to have a home run 
problem, but that has smoothed out, and the underlying metrics never suggested he should 
have a sustained issue. His 17 percent K:BB% leads all Giants starters. Only one A’s starter tops 
that: the surprising Cahill. 
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Cahill made his first start since June 2 on Thursday, and was knocked around by the Astros, 
allowing three runs on three hits and three walks in 3 2/3 innings. His June 2 start was nothing 
to write home about either, but even with those two duds, he’s put up a 3.10 ERA with a nearly 
identical FIP (3.13) and xFIP (3.14) in 52.1 innings. 
 
Relievers: Will Smith, Blake Treinen, Tony Watson, Lou Trivino, Reyes Moronta 
How good would this bullpen be? The highest ERA among them is Moronta’s 1.80. The highest 
wOBA allowed is Watson’s .231. To put that wOBA in context, during Austin Jackson’s dismal 
tenure with the Giants, his wOBA was .261 — significantly better than what the entire league 
has done against any of these pitchers. I doubt Moronta and Smith can continue suppressing 
their BABIPs at .204 and .207 respectively, but all five have been relief aces so far. 
 
The Athletic 
Giants prospect George Michael Bell is out to make a name for himself 
Melissa Lockard 
 
He may share a first and last name with his father, younger brother and a half-brother, but 
Giants’ 2018 13th-round pick George Michael Bell is setting out to forge an identity all his own 
as a baseball player. 
 
“I think I have my own style. I do apply some of the stuff my dad tells me but I just want to be 
myself,” Bell said in a phone conversation on Sunday. “I want to be Michael Bell. I’m George 
Michael Bell and people call me George Bell, but when I’m up there, I want to be known as 
Michael Bell.” 
 
While George Michael Bell may not yet be a household name, most fans who followed the 
game in the 1980s are familiar with his father, who played 12 seasons in the big leagues and 
won the American League MVP in 1987. Bell’s uncle, the late Juan Bell, played seven years in 
the big leagues. Given his lineage, it isn’t surprising that Bell dreamed of playing professional 
baseball from the time he was a little kid. 
 
Bell’s journey to pro ball took a circuitous route. Growing up in the Dominican Republic, Bell 
hoped to be scouted and signed by a pro team as a 16-year-old. Although he received a few 
offers and steady interest from clubs, he never found a perfect match. 
 
“They were always talking to me. My uncle, before he died, he was the one who was pushing 
for me to be signed down there in the DR,” Bell said. “He was sick but was still going in his 
wheelchair and talking to scouts and taking me places. I would always give my 100 percent and 
the scouts would see that, but there was always something that would come up that made 
them decide that they wouldn’t sign me. 
 
“I don’t know why. I don’t want to know why, anyways, because it worked out good for me. But 
I feel like that they were people who don’t trust the process. I’ve always trusted the process.” 
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With opportunities failing to materialize in the Dominican, Bell decided to explore other 
avenues to professional baseball. A family friend connected Bell with Benny Castillo, a former 
professional ballplayer who was the first Latino player to suit up at Connors State, a junior 
college in Oklahoma. Castillo was in contact with Connors State coach Perry Keith, and after 
reviewing tape of Bell, Keith offered Bell an opportunity to play in the U.S. for the Cowboys. 
 
Keith, the coach at Connors State for 31 years, has built a unique program, reaching well 
outside of Oklahoma to bring in players from places such as the Dominican, Aruba, Canada and 
Puerto Rico. Bell says Keith taught him several valuable lessons about life and baseball during 
his two years in the program. 
 
“The first thing I got from him (was the importance of) education,” Bell said. “Then on the field, 
he encouraged you to give 100 percent all of the time. He said that’s the thing that you could 
control. You can’t control if you win or not, but you do control how you play. He wanted you to 
play 100 percent every time you go out there. He was sure good things would come out of 
that.” 
 
This season, Bell hit .360/.484/.512 with five home runs and a 28:34 K:BB in 57 games for the 
Cowboys. He felt confident that he would be selected in the June draft. His mother surprised 
him by flying in from the Dominican to Miami, where Bell was staying with his older brother, 
Dean. Bell didn’t expect to go on the first day, but when Day 2 concluded and his name hadn’t 
been called, he was worried. When he finally heard his name early on Day 3, Bell says there was 
some disappointment over not going earlier, but mostly joy. His mom cried and his friends 
surprised him with a cake with the Giants’ logo. 
 
“My emotions were mixed, but I was happy,” he said. “I felt really good, like when you are 
working for something for a long time and you finally accomplish it, you feel kind of a relief, but 
you feel happy.” 
 
Although the process to reach pro ball was frustrating, Bell says he benefited greatly from his 
time working out in front of scouts in the Dominican and his two years at Connors State. 
 
“I always kept on working and playing 100 percent. I felt like that prepared me (for pro ball) and 
I got more prepared when I got to Connors State and I had the experience to play baseball with 
people from other countries,” he said. “You get to learn by watching them play and you get to 
know that that is the right way to do things.” 
 
After he signed, Bell was assigned to the Arizona Rookie League Giants Orange squad, and the 
outfielder has hit the ground running. In 16 games, he’s batting .367/.418/.417. Bell says he has 
a different batting stance than his father, but a similar aggressive, power-oriented offensive 
game. 
 
“(My dad) told me once when I was little: once you step in the batter’s box, don’t focus on 
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trying to hit the ball to a certain spot. Just hit the ball hard, and don’t worry about where it 
goes,” Bell said. “You hit the ball, that’s the first step. … I’m just trying to hit the ball hard.” 
 
Baseball has long been a family affair for Bell, and a June 25 contest against the AZL A’s turned 
into a reunion. On the A’s side of the field was his younger brother, George Bryner Bell, who 
signed with the A’s as a 16-year-old in July 2016. George Bryner, 18, is playing in his first season 
in the U.S. 
 
“It was a dream come true,” George Michael, 20, said of playing in the same game as his 
younger brother. “Since we were young, everything was baseball for us. If we wanted to have 
fun, we would run around or play catch or go hit. 
 
“(George Bryner) was the one that was always pushing me to get better and I was doing the 
same thing for him. It was kind of a competition to make us be a better version of ourselves. 
Not competing to be better than my brother, but I wanted him to be the best he could be. I 
didn’t care if he was going to be better than me. I just wanted him to be a good player because 
I knew I was doing it for myself too.” 
 
The brothers — who refer to each other by their middle names — made a pre-game bet that 
whoever struck out more in the game would have to buy the other dinner. While George Bryner 
struck out in the game and George Michael didn’t, younger brother has yet to pay up on the 
bet. 
 
“That’s my little brother,” George Michael said with a laugh. “I love him more than anything.” 
 
Reaching the big leagues has been the goal for both Bell brothers since they were kids. George 
Michael keeps his focus on that ultimate goal at all times. 
 
“I’m trying to get better every day. My goal is to make it to the big leagues, so every day for me 
counts,” he said. “I want to go out every day and play hard like I did at Connors State, like Coach 
Keith taught me and my dad, too.” 
 
With that even-keeled approach and a powerful bat, George Michael Bell may one day be the 
George Bell to a whole new generation of fans. 
 
The Athletic 
In-dugout use of iPads is changing the way the A’s and Giants utilize their scouting reports 
Ian McMahan 
 
If you’ve glanced into the Giants or A’s dugout, or any dugout for that matter, this season and 
seen an iPad in the hand of a coach or player, rest assured it’s for a not a furtive game of 
“Fortnite.” Though the video game has swept through MLB clubhouses like it has high schools, 
in-game use of the iPad for baseball-purposes has been part of Major League Baseball’s 
technology initiative since a pilot program in 2015. 
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“Technology has been a focus for the commissioner,” said Chris Marinak, executive vice 
president of strategy, technology and innovation for Major League Baseball. “There hasn’t been 
any reluctance in adopting technology, we are committed to innovate while still preserving the 
integrity of the game.” 
 
Part of the beauty of baseball can be found in its numbers. But tell that to the coaches that had 
to lug binders full of those numbers to each game. 
 
“Historically teams prepared charts, reports and scouting reports for each game,” Marinak said. 
“When it was initially implemented, teams were able to use the iPad as an e-book, a digital .pdf 
version of the binders. That change alone saved trees.” 
 
The ability to crunch numbers and spit out decisions is now as much of an advantage in baseball 
as arms and bats. With the iPads, data streams have gone from garden to fire hose, enhancing 
the ability of coaching staffs to make quick, data-based decisions, or at least reinforce a gut 
decision. In the past, coaches had to frantically dig through binders to come up with the needed 
information. Now with one swipe or search, virtually any stat or chart is on hand. 
 
Baseball, like other sports, is a follow-the-leader league. With the success of teams heavily 
invested in data and technology like the Astros and Dodgers, every team is looking for an 
analytical edge of its own. From shifts to launch angles, squeezing data out of every offensive 
and defensive situation has changed the way baseball is played. 
 
In this atmosphere, it’s calculate or perish, and coaches have had to adapt. 
 
“Coaches are looking for an edge, and if you don’t utilize it, you’ll be behind,” Giants third base 
coach Ron Wotus said. “Now I have to use every bit of information because it’s impossible to do 
the job without analytics information. Of course, you can’t absorb all the data, you just take the 
15 percent in your area and try to make good use of it.” 
 
One recent addition to the iPads uses a trusted tool for players and coaches alike, their own 
eyes. MLB recently added a video component for the 2018 season, allowing players to get a 
pre-at-bat glimpse of a pitcher or hitter. 
 
“The game-changer for me is the access to video,” Wotus said. “Numbers and spray charts just 
don’t tell the whole story.” 
 
A’s pitching coach Scott Emerson: “From a pitching standpoint, it’s useful to be able to watch 
video from previous games (video from the current game isn’t available). I think it’s also a good 
tool when a new pitcher comes into a game for a hitter to be able to take a glance.” 
 
According to Wotus, the biggest users of the iPads are now the hitting coach and hitters. 
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“The video is mostly a tool for the hitters, you want to use it to make sure you are seeing the 
right thing before an at-bat,” he said. “The game has become crazy about preparation, both the 
number of swings that a hitter takes and the ability to prepare by watching video on opposing 
pitchers.” 
 
Customized for each team, the iPads come loaded with the MLB Dugout app, giving the 
manager and coaches access to advance scouting and analytics. 
 
“We put any scouting stuff on the iPad that we like,” Emerson said. “Our video guy, Adam 
Rhoden, just loads it onto the iPad before the game.” 
 
To maintain security, the iPads cannot access the internet and can only be loaded with data at 
an access point located in every MLB clubhouse. 
 
Unlike the A’s, who forever have a place in the pantheon of analytics, the Giants have been 
criticized for their perceived old-school ways. This led to an offseason reshuffling of their 
coaching staff, with one of the goals presumably being an increased utilization of analytically 
driven decision-making. 
 
By one analytical measuring stick, utilization of the infield shift (defined as when three or more 
infielders are on the same side of second base), the Giants are going with the numbers. In 2017, 
according to Baseball Savant, MLB.com’s clearinghouse for Statcast data, the Giants used the 
shift for only 4 percent of plate appearances, good for 27th in the league. They’ve upped that 
considerably this season, increasing their usage of the shift to 13 percent in 2018 (22 percent 
against left-handed hitters). 
 
Of course, technology doesn’t win games, hit home runs or turn double plays, people do. And 
too much information can quickly become overwhelming. 
 
“I think the video and data has been helpful, but you can’t go to the plate and hit without a 
clear mind,” Wotus said. “If you can process the data and keep a simple plan, I think it can help. 
 
“My fear is that we over-analyze. I only want the info to help me win tonight’s game. It comes 
down to what I believe, and how much I can trust the new info in the moment.” 
 
Today, perhaps more than ever before, baseball is caught at the crossroads of innovation and 
tradition. So the question isn’t whether or not technology like the iPads changes the game, that 
much has been proven. It’s how that technology can make the game better. 
 
The Athletic 
Time to grind: Buster Posey wins it for Giants in 13 innings, and the second half promises to 
be a bit easier on tired legs 
Andrew Baggarly 
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Evan Longoria is doing everything in his power to accelerate his rehab process from a fractured 
hand, so he stood in against Madison Bumgarner during the left-hander’s side session 
Wednesday morning. 
 
“Worst ’pen I’ve thrown all year,” Bumgarner said as he walked into the shower room. 
 
“Looked pretty good to me,” Longoria said with a laugh. 
 
The Giants do not have to face Bumgarner. That is among the conveniences of having him in 
their dugout. But lately, every left-hander they’ve come across has appeared to be just as tough 
a nut to crack. They entered Wednesday’s series finale with the Chicago Cubs having lost 11 of 
their past 16 games against left-handed starters. Cubs lefty José Quintana did most of the work 
Tuesday night as the Giants were shutout at home for the first time this season. To take a 
series, they would have to put up a better fight against another left-hander, Mike Montgomery. 
 
Giants manager Bruce Bochy pledged to get creative and he did, leading off Chase d’Arnaud and 
putting him at third base in place of Pablo Sandoval, who was slashing .135/.196/.212 from the 
right side. He gave rookie Steven Duggar his first left-on-left start in the big leagues, because … 
well, why not? While Alen Hanson has not hit lefties (.158/.190/.211), perhaps his speed could 
make something happen. Bochy started him at second base and hit him eighth. Bochy joked 
with Gorkys Hernández, who batted sixth, that he wanted to see what he could do in an RBI 
spot. 
 
By sheer coincidence or managerial clairvoyance, the Giants erupted for four runs in the first 
inning. d’Arnaud hit his first career leadoff home run (and later contributed a double, two hard 
outs and a charging play at third base that saved a run). Hernández knocked in two runs with an 
opposite-way double off the bricks. Duggar drove in his first big league run with a single up the 
middle. 
 
A four-run inning with d’Arnaud, Hernandez and Duggar providing the punch? You needed 
mind-altering chemicals to conceive that thought in spring training. 
 
But Johnny Cueto is still not himself and the Giants slowly gave back those four runs without 
putting more air in their own tires. You cannot abandon the bicycle in the corner of the garage 
for three months and expect to take it for a spin. 
 
And so, in their 17th consecutive game without a day off, and their 33rd game in a 34-day span 
that represents their toughest grind of the season, the Giants had to grind a little bit more. 
 
Buster Posey had to grind a little bit more. 
 
The Giants’ struggles against lefties can be explained by a few factors, but it’s no coincidence 
that they are going through the worst of it in these three weeks with Longoria on the disabled 
list and with Posey’s extra-base power snuffed out by an inflamed right hip. 
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Posey remains a productive hitter vs. lefties this season — he entered the game slashing 
.290/.391/.484 against them — but he is nowhere near the force of nature that he used to be. 
In 2012, when he was NL MVP, he slashed .433/.470/.793 against them. Even last year, when 
his diminishing power had become a clear trend, he slashed .360/.451/.568 against lefties. Of 
his 12 homers last year, seven came in 139 at-bats against them. 
 
Posey might not be a cleanup presence any longer, and he is most certainly limping into the 
break. He is awaiting an injection in his hip and begged out of his sixth All-Star appearance. But 
Bochy needed someone to bat right-handed in the middle of the lineup. So Posey found himself 
as the No. 4 hitter Wednesday. 
 
Two days earlier, Posey caught six pitchers in an 11-inning victory. He caught six pitchers again 
in Wednesday’s game, which stretched into the 13th inning. 
 
And when confronted with an opportunity to win the game, he did. 
 
Posey took a two-strike pitch from James Norwood, a right-hander making his major league 
debut, and let the 97 mph supply the power. He barreled enough of it to send it off the bricks in 
the right field corner to score Brandon Belt and give the Giants a 5-4 victory — their major 
league leading eighth walk-off win of the season. 
 
Posey was credited with a single. He didn’t make it to second base. There was no point in 
making the effort. 
 
“We had the right guy up,” Bochy said. “I can assure, you, Buster wanted to end that game as 
much as anybody. No question, it’s all about how bad you want it, I guess, and he wanted it 
bad.” 
 
Posey remains an elite hitter in the biggest moments, and in the toughest counts. Last year, he 
struck out just four more times than he walked (66 to 61). Those skills haven’t gone away. He 
entered Wednesday with 35 strikeouts and 34 walks. 
 
And as Posey said after Wednesday’s victory of his hip, “It’s something I’ve been dealing with 
throughout the year, so it’s not anything new. It’s rewarding regardless. Everybody’s got 
something they’re dealing with. It’s obviously something I wouldn’t be talking about (if not for 
the All-Star absence), but it is what it is.” 
 
One of his teammates was willing to go into a bit more detail. Dereck Rodríguez was summoned 
from the bullpen to throw the final three innings, and did so impressively while getting credit 
for the victory. He marveled at Posey’s instinctive game calling and focus at the end of a long 
game. 
 
And because he is the son of a Hall of Fame catcher, Rodríguez’s testimony is as compelling as it 
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gets. 
 
“Catchers are a whole different deal,” Rodríguez said. “They get banged up back there and act 
like it’s nothing. He’s just another animal, Buster is, and a future Hall of Famer. So …” 
 
Rodríguez was supposed to start this weekend against the A’s. Now it’ll be Bumgarner followed 
by Jeff Samardzija and Andrew Suárez. But it’s more and more evident that Rodríguez is going 
to play a huge role on this staff in the second half. 
 
He struck out three in his three innings and never looked more impressive than during an 
entertaining confrontation with Javier Báez in the 11th. He had faced Báez while pitching for 
Mayagüez in the Puerto Rican winter league, and remembered how the hard-swinging infielder 
would almost lose his shoes while hacking at an all-curveball diet. 
 
Rodríguez mixed curveballs and fastballs to get ahead in the count. But then he was surprised 
when Posey called for a changeup. Báez watched it for a strike like he had no idea the pitch was 
coming or if it even existed. 
 
“He’ll call pitches I hadn’t thrown at all,” Rodríguez said. “He just knows.” 
 
Posey said he had no specific reason to call for a changeup, except that his confidence in 
Rodríguez’s ability to locate four pitches allows him to follow his instincts when putting down 
signals. Posey is not often effusive in his praise, but he raves about Rodríguez after every time 
they work together. 
 
“He just has a great demeanor and focus out there,” Posey said. 
 
The Giants have kept their focus while completing their toughest stretches of the season. It’s 
not just these 16 games without a day off. It’s that the previous stretch involved 17 games 
without a break. And they had a 17-day stretch in May, too. 
 
“I can tell you,” said Bochy, “these guys are exhausted.” 
 
Compare that to the schedule that awaits them after the All-Star break. Their longest stretch 
without a day off is one 13-day block in August. They won’t play on six of the final seven 
Thursdays of the season. The schedule is grueling for everyone, and injuries and fatigue tend to 
accumulate into the longer shadows of late summer. But for an older roster, especially, the 
schedule ahead should be so much easier to manage. 
 
Perhaps Posey’s injection will help to reduce his hip inflammation and allow him to use his legs 
and turn on pitches again. Getting Longoria back from his left hand fracture will be another key 
to their second-half fortunes, especially against lefties. 
 
Longoria hit off a tee the past two days and is able to play catch with a glove again. He had X-
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rays taken again on Tuesday and Dr. Steven Shin, who performed surgery on his fractured fifth 
metacarpal three weeks ago, medically cleared him for full baseball activities after reviewing 
the film. 
 
“It’s amazing, this day and age, we can be three weeks out from a bone break and be able to 
swing a bat,” Longoria said. “Everything looks perfectly in place. Now it’s a matter of pain 
tolerance. What can I push through? 
 
“By the four-week mark, I should be in the clear. It’s still pretty sore when I’m warming it up in 
the morning and doing light impact stuff.” 
 
You cannot simulate catching a 100 mph line drive or making contact against a 95-mph fastball. 
Longoria knows he has hurdles to clear before he’d begin a minor league rehab assignment. But 
he hopes to get that started a week from now. 
 
“All things considered, I’m pretty happy with how it’s gone,” he said. “In my mind, I was 
shooting for the week after the All-Star break and I think right now, that’s still a realistic 
possibility.” 
 
The Athletic 
Giants turn to an accommodating veteran as they seek to minimize risk with Johnny Cueto 
Andrew Baggarly 
 
It was a totally unremarkable, perfectly effective pitch. 
 
It left Derek Holland’s fingertips and floated over the plate at 82 mph. It was a slider that didn’t 
slide. Holland was locked in a scoreless game and dangerously behind in the count when he 
threw a certified marshmallow to Ian Happ, and the free-swinging Cubs outfielder let it drop 
into the briquettes. 
 
The pitch worked because Happ wasn’t looking for something up in the zone. Holland had set 
him up with a slider at his ankles, and then with a couple of fastballs inside. The left-handed 
pitcher simply changed eye levels. One man’s junk is another man’s popup to the second 
baseman. 
 
Happ’s reaction was the remarkable part. He commented on his contact with a full-body 
eyeroll, flipping his bat so high in the air that it landed in the grass between the plate and the 
mound. 
 
It’s a good thing for Happ that Madison Bumgarner wasn’t on the mound during the Giants’ 2-0 
loss Tuesday night. It’s a good thing for Happ that Bumgarner isn’t starting Wednesday’s series 
finale, either. 
 
That kind of dismissive gesture from a young player is the worst kind of transgression in 
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Bumgarner’s purview. It bothers him far more than when a player stops to admire a home run 
against him. Even an expressive player like Happ (who apologized to catcher Nick Hundley in his 
next at-bat, by the way) probably acts with a bit more discretion when a pitcher like Bumgarner 
is staring back at him from the mound. 
 
Holland, as you probably know, is not one to intimidate but to imitate. Kermit the Frog is one of 
his more accurate voices. He wears T-shirts with awful/awesome puns like “All That and Dim 
Sum” for his TV interviews. At Dodger Stadium, he stuffed a plush toy donkey in Chris Stratton’s 
locker, just because, and made sure it would be visible in the background for the right-hander’s 
postgame media session. He oiled up his bare chest and teamed with Hunter Pence to mimic a 
pro wrestling tag team for a video to promote Brandon Belt’s All-Star candidacy. 
 
It was actual baby oil and not Crisco, in case you really needed to know. 
 
And because the Giants lead the major leagues with seven walk-off victories, you’ve no doubt 
seen Holland’s practiced ritual: comically lugging a 5-gallon jug of drinking water onto the field 
and dousing his celebratory teammates. (The training staff has asked their wannabe Sparkletts 
delivery man to dump out half the water to make sure he doesn’t wrench a shoulder or conk 
someone on the head.) 
 
More significantly, Holland has quenched the Giants’ thirst for innings as they negotiated a first 
half in which Bumgarner, Johnny Cueto and Jeff Samardzija spent a combined 156 games on the 
disabled list. 
 
He was valuable then. He is valuable now. 
 
The Giants had won six of Holland’s previous seven starts, which wasn’t enough to preserve his 
spot in the rotation once Bumgarner, Cueto and Samardzija reoccupied their places in it. 
 
So Holland made dutiful relief appearances last Thursday and Saturday against the Cardinals, 
and then took the ball when asked against the Cubs. His spot start allowed the Giants to give an 
extra day of rest to Cueto — a premeditated strategy that the coaching staff had devised in 
order to maximize his chances of an effective start while minimizing risk as he continues to 
build strength in his sprained elbow. 
 
The Giants cannot afford to give Cueto that opportunity without confidence to hand the ball to 
someone like Holland, and that confidence was not misplaced. The left-hander walked off the 
mound with one out in the seventh inning of a scoreless tie, having held the Cubs to five hits 
while striking out eight and not walking a batter. 
 
That made the loss Holland took all the more undeserved. He left a runner at second base for 
Sam Dyson, who threw just four strikes out of his first 14 pitches — and one of those was a wild 
pitch that Hundley followed with a wild throw to third base as Addison Russell jogged home. 
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The Cubs added a run on Victor Caratini’s double off the bricks, but they didn’t need it. Once 
again, the Giants offense struggled against a left-handed pitcher. And once again, Bruce Bochy 
is considering his options to stimulate a lineup without Evan Longoria and a healthy Buster 
Posey. 
 
José Quintana held them down Tuesday. The Giants will have to solve another lefty, Mike 
Montgomery, if they hope to claim a series win. 
 
It will help if Cueto’s extra day allows him to improve on last week’s uninspiring return from the 
disabled list. 
 
Prior to Tuesday’s game, Giants general manager Bobby Evans acknowledged that the 
management of the pitching staff is likely to be a bit of a juggling act in the second half. The 
team wants to have a designated long man behind Cueto, but Ty Blach had thrown on Sunday 
and Monday and Holland was used to buy them time. Samardzija had spikes on Tuesday night 
in case he was needed to soak up relief innings. 
 
The Giants weren’t sure how to arrange their rotation for this weekend’s series against the A’s. 
They have too many one-inning relievers in their bullpen, and two of them — Mark Melancon 
and Ray Black — have not been proven safe and effective on back-to-back days. 
 
They must consider not only the short-term alignment that gives them the best shot at winning 
games, but the long-term ramifications of asking too much of their pitchers — especially Cueto, 
who is owed $21 million in each of the next three seasons, and Melancon, who is owed $14 
million in each of the next two seasons. 
 
If one or both of those contracts become dead money, it will leave the Giants with one more 
hole to fill this winter and less payroll flexibility to do so. 
 
“Well, we’ve got a lot invested,” Evans acknowledged. “And we certainly believe in the 
character and ability of both guys if healthy. So we have every reason to do everything we can 
to keep them healthy.” 
 
At the same time, the Giants must pace rookies Dereck Rodríguez and Andrew Suárez, making 
sure their innings don’t leap too far over their single-season highs in the minor leagues. 
 
Evans credited pitching coach Curt Young and bullpen coach Matt Herges for being attentive to 
workloads — one of the most valuable traits that also belonged to the men they replaced, Dave 
Righetti and Mark Gardner. 
 
“We’re always stewarding a pitcher’s health and workload,” Evans said. “That’s how you help 
produce longevity. When you overwork, even for short spurts, you can cause some residual 
challenges. I think that’s one of the ways our coaching staff contributes a lot. 
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“It’s one of those things that helps this organization, that you have coaches and a front office 
who are attentive to that and you don’t get too lost in the ‘now’ moment. You understand 
there’s also tomorrow’s game, there’s also next week’s game, there’s also a season ahead and a 
season after that. It’s about valuing the player and his career while not losing sight of what 
you’re trying to accomplish. That’s what has helped getting player after player in the past get 
through challenges.” 
 
They are getting through challenges with Melancon now, pitching the right-hander mostly in 
non-save situations and relying on him to provide the green light to handle a heavier workload 
as he builds up from a series of medical issues with the pronator muscle in his forearm. 
 
Melancon threw with tremendous downward movement Monday during what might have been 
his most impressive inning in two seasons as a Giant. He recorded three ground ball outs and 
was one of five relievers who contributed to an extra-inning victory. 
 
“To the extent there’s a compromise of how often he goes out there, so that when he does, he 
feels great and he’s effective, that’s a compromise we’ve been willing to make,” Evans said. 
“There’s a lot to gain short term if he can go out there feeling like himself. Mark will be able to 
tell us as his innings build up. 
 
“You’d like to think hopefully he’s going to become more and more comfortable in the more 
typical workload. It may not happen a lot this year. It may happen more come next year.” 
 
As for Cueto, Evans said the extra day between starts can allow the right-hander to take 
another 24 hours to recover before throwing a side session, or perhaps to use that time 
between his side and his start. So often when a pitcher is gutting through physical issues, they 
skip their side work. But those reps on the bullpen mound are important for Cueto, given all the 
time he has missed and given his reliance on touch and feel. 
 
“And when you project out a month, you’ve had one less start,” Evans said. “That can help as 
you continue to build up strength.” 
 
Is Evans on pins and needles every time Cueto pitches, dreading a moment when his elbow 
might give out? 
 
“No, I just want him to feel his best,” Evans said. “That’s the hope for everybody. We want him 
to be able to pitch at the level he’s capable and make an impact for our club. That’s what he 
specialized in the first month of the season, throwing up tons of zeroes. His first outing was no 
surprise in the sense he’s still feeling his way back to this level. The hope is that this next outing 
will allow him to get closer to the goal.” 
 
If that happens, and if Cueto is able to remain on the field beyond this season, then Holland can 
say that he assisted in that success. It can be a major league manager’s nightmare to yank a 
veteran pitcher in and out of the rotation. Holland has made that part the easiest for Bochy. 
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“Whatever he puts me in, I’m going to help as much as I can,” said Holland, wearing a rock-
paper-scissors T-shirt. “If I go back to the ‘pen, I’d be perfectly fine with that. You won’t hear 
me complain.” 
 
Intimidation is fine. Accommodation has its advantages, too. 
 
Holland folded his arms at his chest and gave a quick bow of his head, “I Dream of Jeannie” 
style: 
 
“As long as he goes like that, I’m there.” 


